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Design Thread
"Deniot is an architect first, ensuring that the interior
architecture of his rooms is harmonious before giving
a neoclassical approach to the decor. He brings
education, logic, and design history to his work, with
one eye looking at the most refined style of French
eighteenth century and one eye on the twentieth and
twenty-first centuries. His mix is highly individual and
includes contemporary art and custom-made
furniture, yet his rooms always look comfortable and
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are never overly formal or trendy." --

Dream Design Live
Meet 20 beautiful, creative French women who live
with passion; work every day; and love to take care ot
their homes and families. Visit them in their grand
chateaux or charming little country cottages or
Parisian apartments. Learn where they shop, where
they work, where they play, how they dress and, how
they entertain. Absorb each girlfriend's style and joie
de vivre. Santoni's affectionate writing, along with
gorgeous photography, tells each woman's story with
an intimacy usually reserved for the closest of
girlfriends. SHARON SANTONI·SMITH grew up in
England but married a Frenchman and has raised her
family in Normandy, France. Her blog, My French
Country Home, is read daily by thousands all over the
world. She writes about life in rural France; the ups
and downs of family life; her inspiring French
girlfriends; the intricacies of village life; and her love
of searching for brocante treasure in the flea markets
of Paris and the countryside.

The Thoroughly Modern Married Girl
An immersive photographic tour of the legendary
Hotel Chelsea, whose residents share their spaces,
their stories, and a delirious collective history of this
landmark. Jackson Pollock, Robert Mapplethorpe, Patti
Smith, Dylan Thomas, Arthur Miller, Bob Dylan, Arthur
C. Clarke, Andy Warhol, William S. Burroughs, Janis
Joplin, Eugene O'Neill, Rufus Wainwright, Betsey
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Johnson, R. Crumb, Thomas Wolfe, Jasper Johns--these
are just a few of the figures who at one time occupied
one of the most alluring and storied residences ever:
the Chelsea Hotel. Born during the Gilded Age and
once the tallest building in New York, the twelve-story
landmark has long been a magnet for artists, writers,
musicians, and cultural provocateurs of all stripes. In
this book, photographer Colin Miller and writer Ray
Mock intimately portray the enduring bohemian spirit
of the Chelsea Hotel through interviews with nearly
two dozen current residents and richly detailed
photographs of their unique spaces. As documented
in Miller's abundant photographs, these apartments
project the quirky decorating sensibilities of urban
aesthetes who largely work in film, theater, and the
visual arts, resulting in deliriously ornamental spaces
with a kitschy edge. Weathering the overall
homogenization of New York and the rapid
transformation of the hotel itself--amid recent
ownership changeovers and tenant
lawsuits--residents remain in about seventy
apartments while the rest of the units are converted
to rentals (and revert to a hotel-stay basis, which had
ceased in 2011). For the community of artists and
intellectuals who remain, the uncertain status of the
hotel is just another stage in a roller-coaster history. A
fascinating portrait of a strand of resilient bohemian
New Yorkers and their creative, deeply idiosyncratic
homes, Hotel Chelsea is a rich visual and narrative
document of a cultural destination as complicated as
it is mythical.

James Huniford: at Home
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For readers who enjoyed the colorful, ladylike interiors
of Suzanne Kasler, Meg Braff has an appealing retrochic look that would have suited Betty Draper to a
tee. As Traditional Home said, "Think Slim Aarons
meets Technicolor Elegance." In her first book,
interior designer Meg Braff presents the building
blocks of a pretty, polished home, from color and
pattern to specific room-by-room advice.

Martyn Lawrence-Bullard
Create a rich and varied interior style by incorporating
touches of the exotic from around the world. This
style book teaches readers how to select and
decorate with the myriad of export treasures
available online and in shops to fashion an eclectic,
exciting and unique home decor.

The Scandinavian Home
A Belgian designer's Eastern-influenced interiors
merge art with interior design, in a book with 350 fullcolor photos.

Hotel Chic at Home
Is it possible to live a chic and elegant life if you don't
live in Paris, or even France? Instead of daydreaming
about running away to the City of Light, 'Thirty Chic
Days' invites you to put on your French-tinted
sunglasses and view your everyday through an
enchanting and motivating filter. Inside this book you
will find thirty chapters (or 'days') full of joie de vivre
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sharing fun and exciting ways to bring your ideal chic
life into being. 'Thirty Chic Days' is a warm,
encouraging and fanciful guide on living a simple and
beautiful French-inspired life. Enjoy dozens of
delicious no-cost ideas and feel inspired to uplevel
yourself and your surroundings in an effortless and
enjoyable way. Through her popular blog
howtobechic.com author Fiona Ferris provides
thousands of women from all around the world with
tools and inspiration to elevate the everyday from
mundane to magical. Contents: Day 1 Have a Paris
state of mind Day 2 Eat real food Day 3 Bathe
yourself in mystique Day 4 Make up your eyes Day 5
Create and guard your secret garden Day 6 Be your
own French aunt Day 7 Honour your body with chic
movement Day 8 Be beautifully positive Day 9
Support your signature charity Day 10 Simplify your
life for abundance Day 11 Adopt a low-drama way of
being Day 12 Curate your wardrobe like it is your own
bijou boutique Day 13 Indulge in your femininity Day
14 Design the life of your dreams Day 15 Cultivate
serenity and calmness in your life Day 16 Create a
sanctuary at home Day 17 Take exquisite care of your
grooming Day 18 Little and often Day 19 Socialise in a
relaxed manner Day 20 Be your own chef Day 21
Inspire yourself Day 22 Build rest and repose into
your daily routine Day 23 Be financially chic Day 24
Live a life of luxury Day 25 Collect contentment in
petite measures Day 26 Make every day magical Day
27 Embrace creativity and enjoy the benefits Day 28
Think of your home as if it were a boutique hotel Day
29 Walk your errands Day 30 Immerse yourself in
sensuous beauty Bonus Day Take inspired action If
you enjoyed Jennifer L. Scott's 'Lessons from Madame
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Chic', Tish Jett's 'Forever Chic' or Shannon Ables'
'Choosing the Simply Luxurious Life', you will love
'Thirty Chic Days'!

The Decorated Home
A dazzling encyclopedia of interior design ideas to
make a functional everyday space into a dreamy
escape.

The Finer Things
New York Times Bestseller In The New Bohemians, LAbased designer Justina Blakeney defines the New
Bohemians as creative individuals who are boutique
owners and bloggers, entrepreneurs and ex-pats,
artists and urban farmers. They embrace free-spirited,
no-rules lifestyles and apply that attitude to all areas
of their existence, including their homes. With little
distinction between work and play, the new boho
home often includes an office, art gallery, showroom,
photography studio, restaurant, or even a pop-up
shop. The New Bohemians explores 20 homes located
primarily on the East and West coasts. Exclusive
interviews with the owners, 12 DIY projects created
by Blakeney and inspired by objects found in the
homes, and a "Plant-O-Pedia" offer insight into
achieving this aesthetic. In addition, each home is
accompanied by an Adopt-an-Idea section that offers
general decor, styling, and shopping tips for easy
duplication in your own home.

Home Chic
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From wallpaper and flooring to furniture and
accessories, Christiane Lemieux explores the
elements of resilient home design. In this beautiful,
lavishly illustrated 400-page volume, she covers the
traditions, tools, and major players in the home-goods
industries so that homeowners learn how to identify
the hallmarks of timeless, heirloom-quality pieces.
Christiane and dozens of other home-design experts
also offer advice on how to live well with these pieces.
A visual timeline shows the history of artisan tile, a
studio visit goes behind the scenes with the high-end
wallpaper company de Gournay, and tastemakers'
interiors dripping with style and luxury give timeless
decorating ideas. The Finer Things is equal parts
inspiration and practical classic.

Hotel Chelsea
Instagram star and founder of Inspire Me! Home
Décor shares her creative and elegant interior design
secrets so you can create a glamorous yet cozy home
without spending a fortune. Farah Merhi launched
Inspire Me! Home Decor in 2012 as a creative outlet
during a transitional time in her life. Farah was about
to graduate college and planned to attend law school.
Going through the motions and feeling unfulfilled in
her career choice, she built up the courage to face her
truth. Taking time off to figure herself out, Farah,
through a remodel project in her home, had her “ahha” moment. The importance of taking care of your
home, specifically in the way you clean, organize, and
design, was instilled in her at a young age, but she
didn’t realize how much of an impact her upbringing
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had until she owned her own home. Farah knew she
had found her passion and calling, and was
determined to inspire home owners to live their best
lives in their homes. Farah believes that taking care of
your home is essential to your peace of mind. Her
design style is elegant and glamorous but infused
with warmth and coziness, creating a welcoming feel
with neutral color palletes, soft and inviting fabrics,
and exquisite design details that can work in any
room. She believes you can make a statement
without sacrificing an inviting feel to your rooms.
There is no right and wrong when it comes to
designing your home and Farah encourages you to
focus on the overall look and feel you desire, and her
tips and advice will help guide you through the
process. Starting with her most frequently asked
questions about paint color versus wallpaper, lighting
and rugs, home organization, and of course styling,
Farah walks you through every room in the house
from the mudroom to the kitchen and kids’ bedrooms.
Along the way, she includes quick seasonal updates
on a budget, suggested routines for maintaining your
space, and her unique reward system, which includes
small styling vignettes around your home. Woven
throughout are Farah’s personal stories that will feel
like you’re getting design advice from a close friend.
Everyone deserves to walk into a beautifully
decorated home every day—now you can, with the
inspiration and practical tips in Inspire Your Home.

Storied Interiors
Discover classic and contemporary Scandinavian
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style. Scandinavia is famous for its distinctive style:
homes are pared-back and simple, and form and
function are combined to create aesthetically pleasing
and practical interiors. Scandinavians are inspired by
light, having an abundance of it in summer but so
little of it in winter, and house designs tend to
maximize the amount of natural light that enters the
home, and allow the inhabitants to make the most of
outdoor life during the summer. Similarly, nature and
the weather are major influences: homes are made
warm and cozy for the freezing winter monthsâ€”not
just literally with log burners, but also through
incorporating wood and natural materials.Â The
Scandinavian Home showcases a wide range of these
beautiful homes. The first chapter, City Dwellings,
features sharp, modern apartments and smart
townhouses.Â Country Homes shows the
Scandinavian take on country style with laid-back,
bohemian homes. Finally, the Summer and Winter
Retreats include coastal cottages, an allotment house,
and log cabins.

Elements of Style
Inspiring interiors that have a personal, handcrafted
feel. This lavishly photographed interiors book shows
how to leave behind design "rules" to create truly
beautiful, original interiors. For more than twenty
years, Kit Kemp has been at the forefront of the
international design community, with her signature
style that mixes contemporary elements with
antiques and junk-shop finds, luxurious fabrics with
printed wallpapers, and hand-finished detailing with
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collections of simple objects that create impact. She
avoids taking design too seriously, playing with scale,
color and pattern to create very personal, handcrafted
spaces. Alongside the stunning images of room sets
and detailed close-ups will be the inspiration behind
Kit’s work and her tips for creating your own version
of her style at home. Interiors are meant for living in,
and the key is to create a space that is comfortable
and beautiful and reflects who you really are.

English Houses
The supermodel, television and internet personality,
busy mom, and author of the New York Times
bestseller Everyday Supermodel shares a new set of
tips and tricks for creating comfortable, inviting,
organized spaces throughout your home—while
making them beautiful and stylish too. Once upon a
time, Molly Sims was a single girl who used her oven
as a sweater drawer. Today, the model turned home
chef, design diva, organizational guru, entertaining
expert, and blessed mama uses her stove to whip up
fabulous fare for family and friends. While she loves
to cook, Molly also loves to entertain, and to make the
home she shares with her husband and young
children both beautiful and inviting. Juggling a
successful career and growing household, Molly had
to find solutions that worked for her busy life. In this
inspirational guide written in her fun, sophisticated,
relaxed girlfriend-to-girlfriend style—and flavored with
just a touch of Southern—Molly brings together expert
advice and her own insights to help you add that little
"extra" to make your everyday life a little better, a
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little easier, and a little more special. Inside you'll find
secrets and real life advice for simplifying,
streamlining, and beautifying, including: Kicking
clutter to the curb. Applying the accessory rule to
your home—removing one piece. Feeding your family
without stress. Using the right tools to plan parties
like a professional, and tackle easy DIY projects.
Prioritizing the positive without getting hung up on
the perfect. Filled with lovely and instructive color
photos from Molly’s own house, personal anecdotes,
insight from Molly’s go-to experts, and easy-to-follow
how-tos and lists, Molly’s charming guide will help you
create the stylish home and life you want.

Rental Style
Overlooking the shimmering waters of the Pacific, the
beach houses of California are as spectacular as the
coastal paradise they adorn. Their allure is one of
relaxed glamour, their possession an American
dream. California Beach Houses leads readers on a
private tour of over 25 of the state's most fashionable
homes. Enter a nautical-themed cabin perched in the
coastal hills of Mendocino, a sprawling mansion on
the beach of Malibu, or the chic, renovated motor
home of a Los Angeles designer in Venice Beach. With
over 200 lavish, full-color images by Architectural
Digest photographer Mark Darley, an informative text
by Pilar Viladas, and a foreword by Interior Design
editor Stanley Abercrombie, this lovely volume
captures the dreamy elegance of some of California's
most stylish interiors.
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In Comfort and Style
The ultimate road map for landing your dream job,
packed with true inspiring stories from more than
sixty people who made profound changes in their
lives and careers, plus practical advice from experts.
“If you are ready to go for the life and the job you
really want, Take the Leap is the go-to book for
anyone making a career change” (Bobbi Brown). Take
the Leap features inspiration and advice from game
changers, rule breakers, and side hustlers who once
stood where you are now, wondering if they should
take a risk. They went from production assistant to
million-dollar screenplay writer; attorney to surf
instructor; mom to DJ; hairdresser to firefighter; real
estate agent to award-winning chef. Do you want to
go for that career you’ve always dreamed about?
Launch a new company? Become a tech mogul? Live
a life of adventure? Save the world? You’ll find
wisdom from successful mentors like creative
visionary and writer Simon Doonan, entrepreneur
Barbara Corcoran, NFL player turned artist/activist
Aaron Maybin, and wellness and beauty guru Bobbi
Brown. Whether you watch Shark Tank religiously and
think I could have thought of that, or harbor
daydreams about traveling the globe in style, your
wildest career dream is represented in this
empowering guidebook. Take the Leap serves as the
reminder we all need: don’t settle—go after whatever
it is that you truly want.

My Stylish French Girlfriends
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You were a fabulous single girl--you were swell, you
were a bombshell, you were a bad girl on the open
road. Now you’re getting hitched--are your glam days
gone for good? Is “matronly” the hidden meaning of
matrimony? No way. The Thoroughly Modern Married
Girl shows how to retire that little black book without
tossing the little black dress. Full of wisdom gleaned
from dozens of savvy Married Girls, The Thoroughly
Modern Married Girl serves up the pros and cons of
changing your name, the trick to hanging out with
singletons without feeling wistful, the art of the grownup (but not geriatric) cocktail party, and the key to
staying wildly in love. Plus you’ll get answers to all
those sticky questions you might be pondering as
you’re about to take the plunge. “Do I have to say
good-bye to my exes?” (Yes. It’s impossible to make
two men who have both seen you naked into good
friends.) “Can I just marry my guy and divorce his
family?” (Sorry, honey, it’s a package deal.) “How do I
deal with the frightening furniture my sans-style guy
delivers to our love nest?” (Slip the movers a c-note
to “lose” it.) From the moment you return from the
honeymoon and find that the spotlight, tragically, has
moved on from you and your guy, The Thoroughly
Modern Married Girl helps you navigate the new
terrain of marriage with flair. From the Trade
Paperback edition.

Casa Mexico
Internationally renowned interior designer India
Mahdavi’s indispensable style guide is bursting with
personal tips on how to transform every room in your
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home with flair. Your home reflects your personality,
so it’s important to accent the best features! Just like
fashion, it’s all about style. Interior design icon India
Mahdavi has solutions for every home’s shortcomings,
from low ceilings to noisy neighbors. Her tips make it
all seem easy: open up the space by removing
unnecessary doors, create perspectives by placing
something beautiful at eye level, balance horizontal
and vertical proportions, and avoid cookie-cutter style
throughout the home. Her signature interiors
incorporate bold accents of color, texture, and
pattern. With pointers that include faux pas to avoid,
dos and don’ts, classic versus luxury detail, ingenious
storage ideas, time-saving tips, and an annotated
address book for sourcing the best design items, this
household bible will equip you with all you need to
transform your home room by room. Whether you’re
moving into a new space or rejuvenating an old one,
Home overflows with advice and inspiration shared in
a light tone with idea-packed illustrations. The
handsome cloth-bound volume features a ribbon page
marker, original Mahdavi-print endpapers, and
watercolor paper.

Parisian Hideaways
The Los Angeles celebrity-home interior designer's
first book reveals how to achieve laid-back luxury
through her casual-yet-elegant decorating style,
which mixes tailored, lived-in pieces with an airy,
inviting spirit. Beloved by celebrities from Patrick
Dempsey to Ellen Pompeo to Jessica Biel and Justin
Timberlake, Estee Stanley has become one of the top
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interior designers because of her modern approach to
living: real luxury is having a home that blends
comfort with elegance, authenticity with simplicity. It
means being perfectly set up to relax with your family
and friends, surrounded by the things you love but
nothing frivolous, nothing that requires constant
maintenance and attention to look effortlessly chic.
This book provides an in-depth exploration of Estee's
style and how readers can achieve it in their own
homes, according to their own tastes and lifestyles.
Throughout the pages, Estee invites readers into her
world by offering home-decor and accessories
imagery from some of her most iconic projects. With a
resources section ("Estee's Style File") and hundreds
of never-been-seen, utterly cool photos throughout, In
Comfort and Style is a must-have for the new
generation of homeowners and design enthusiasts.

Exotic Style
- Patrick Sutton is well known for his evocative, storytelling work- Sutton's projects, especially the
Sagamore Pendry Hotel, have received wide
recognition and numerous awardsBaltimore-based
interior designer Patrick Sutton grew up touring the
world with his travel journalist father and fashion
model mother. The golden light of Rome, the colorful
spices of Marrakesh, the polished marble floors of a
Paris hotel: the young voyager developed a vivid
visual library of the world's beautiful spaces.
Following his love of design to a career in architecture
and interiors, Sutton today draws upon this store of
memories to craft unique designs intimately related
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to his clients and their dreams. Storied Interiors,
Sutton's first book, offers glamorous presentations of
10 residences and four hotels and restaurants,
including the award-winning Sagamore Pendry Hotel
in Baltimore, but so much more. Each project is
accompanied by the designer's narrative of a family,
an historic estate, a restaurant. In addition, he details
the eight design principles, from proportion and
balance to the effect of different ceiling treatments,
through which he translates this narrative, or story,
into a complete, evocative interior. Contents: Finding
Your Story; Crafting Your Story; The Happy Tension
Between Invention and the Familiar; The Framework
of Architecture; The Power of Proportion and Balance;
Texture; Don't Forget to Look Up; The Push and Pull of
Light and Dark; Details, Details, Details; The Art of
Art; Stories I Have Told; 10 Residences; Creating
Experiences: The World of Hospitality; 1 hotel, 3
restaurants.

Beautiful
Who, exactly, is a haute bohemian? Leave it to the
discriminating eye of photographer Miguel FloresVianna, who enjoys an international, cult-like
following. He has journeyed through four continents
to capture an extraordinary group of fashion
designers, landscape architects, artists and art
historians, potters, and interior designers, wherever
they live--in country cottages, beach bungalows,
canal-side lofts, and East Village apartments, as well
as assorted estancias, ch�teaux, and palazzi. Some
spaces are grand, others are modest, but all are
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original, stylish, charming, and above all authentic, in
the sense that they reflect their owners' cares and
tastes. As the readers of his column in Architectural
Digest know, Flores-Vianna is as gifted a writer as he
is an observant photographer. Here, Flores-Vianna's
work is introduced by Amy Astley, editor of
Architectural Digest and a longtime friend.

Inspire Your Home
Mark Sikes's interiors are classic celebrations of
California indoor/outdoor living, with natural fibers,
wicker, wallpaper, and crisp coloration. Readers who
love the modern, unfussy elegance of Suzanne Kasler
and Windsor Smith will love this book. Cross Mark
Hampton with Celerie Kemble and you'll have the
timeless yet modern style of interior designer Mark
Sikes captured here in his first book, Beautiful, a
celebration of his simple, classic, all-American
decorating.

Maison
"Published simultaneously in Canada by Thomas Allen
& Son, Limited."

Take the Leap
Travel through 20 sophisticated homes of designers
deeply influenced by their international adventures
abroad A road map for bringing far-flung design ideas
back home, Travel Home shows us how to curate
interiors that reflect our favorite places and
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experiences in ways that are beautiful and authentic.
Touring the homes of leaders in global design who
share a deep affection for travel, the book explores
interiors with influences as widespread as Marrakesh,
Paris, Cuba, Tokyo, Portugal, and beyond. Vivid
photography is supplemented with insightful essays,
interviews, and hardworking tips for cultivating your
own global home. For globetrotters and armchair
travelers alike, Travel Home showcases the interplay
between travel and design, revealing how we can
take inspiration from the beauty we experience in the
world and bring it into our everyday lives.

Jean-Louis Deniot
Visiting 12 very different homes, Ben explores and
appraises the unique spirit of the English House â€“
at once restrained and simple yet overflowing with a
generosity of touch and a richness of color and
texture. The book is divided into three sections:
London, Country, and Country House, and the
interiors featured range from a 1930s pied-a-terre in
London's historic St James to designer Veere
Grenney's pocket-sized Palladian Temple folly in
Suffolk and Wardington, a 16th-century stone manor
house in North Oxfordshire. Benâ€™s own homes, in
central London and West Dorset, are also included.
These homes vary greatly in architecture, size, shape
and age, but they all have in common a peculiarly
English style â€“ richly-layered rooms that deftly
intertwine colour and pattern and a mix of old and
new furniture to create timeless and comfortable
places to live.
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The Wes Anderson Collection: The Grand
Budapest Hotel
An in-depth look at the design process of James
Huniford, who is renowned for his skill in juxtaposing
oppostites--contemporary with traditional, rustic with
refined--to create a timeless whole. James Huniford,
universally known as Ford, explores his design
process thematically, with chapters on approaching a
room, considering scale and proportion, selecting
materials and art, using color effectively, and
marrying form and function. His goal is to create "a
modern sensibility of calm." Of special interest is his
ability to create artworks out of found objects,
compositions of tools, baskets, or metalwork that
become compelling wall sculptures or freestanding
pieces. Examples are drawn from a rich variety of
projects--elegant Upper East Side apartments to raw
lofts on the Lower East Side to contemporary
condominums in new "supertall" towers in Manhattan,
country houses in Connecticut, Upstate New York, and
Martha's Vineyard, and across the country in Nashville
and Marin Country, California. Special insight into his
process can be gleaned from his own homes, a loft in
Tribeca and a historic house in Bridgehampton that he
readily admits are laboratories for his ideas.

The New Bohemians
In Dream Design Live, decorator Paloma Contreras
goes beyond interior design to show readers how to
inhabit their homes in fulfilling and beautiful ways.
Divided into three sections, this hardworking book
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proves that the most appealing interiors are also the
most personal ones. Contreras takes readers through
the design process and encourages them to seek
inspiration from the approach that works best for
them. From thinking creatively to improve both your
home and your life, to showing you how to turn your
dreams into realities, the author reveals how you can
take the welcoming space you’ve just created and
spend meaningful time there pursuing the activities
you love. With stunning photography and accessibleyet-elegant tips, Dream Design Live fuses interior
decorating advice with lifestyle recommendations and
demonstrates how living a happy and satisfying life
starts at home.

Everyday Chic
Designers’ homes are often laboratories where they
are free to experiment. These spaces are filled with
the designer’s most personal and cherished objects,
furnishings, and artwork that are concentrated
expressions of their style and interests. New York
Design at Home profiles 27 homes and looks at how
these creative professionals approach design in their
personal space. Like most New York City residents,
they are decorating with much smaller budgets than
their work projects, but they find creative ways to
deal with tiny bathrooms, awkward and unusable
kitchens, and shared living spaces. Photographed by
Noe DeWitt, New York Design at Home highlights the
carefully considered details within each interior—the
Pablo Picasso painting reproduced as wallpaper, the
kitchen utensils on display, textiles that provide pops
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of color in an otherwise monochromatic space—and
captures the creative essence of these homes with
new, never-before-published images.

Thirty Chic Days
Palm Beach interiors have long reflected the travels,
penchants, and whimsies of the towns worldly
inhabitants. But as real estate on this tiny barrier
island becomes increasingly valuable, residents are
calling upon world-class designers to help fine-tune
their visions, giving rise to a fresh tropical design
vernacular. Fashion designer Josie Natori, for
instance, asked architect Calvin Tsao to transform a
standard two-bedroom apartment into an airy retreat
with rattan furniture and ethnic accessories that are
perfectly suited to Palm Beachs subtropical setting
and pay tribute to her Asian heritage. These homes
arent slavish copies of interior design magazines or
decorators dictates but testaments to what can be
achieved when inspired by the natural beauty of a
unique locale and when imagination is ones only
limitation. Tropical Chic: Palm Beach at Home
captures the enduring charm of newly restored
seaside fantasies by Mizner, Fatio and Volk,
celebrated for their Cuban coquina courtyards and
soaring miradors overlooking tiled pools and arching
fountains. Jennifer Ash Rudick, a long-time Palm
Beach resident, leads an insiders tour of twenty-five
houses, cottages, Moorish casbahs, artists
compounds, and Mad Menera vintage condos. Jessica
Klewicki, a Palm Beachbased photographer, captures
extraordinary gardens, verandas, lakeside pavilions, a
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rustic ranch, and simple pastel Bermudan houses
sheltered by dense thickets of Norfolk pines and ageold banyans. It is this eclectic mix of old and new, of
Spanish and Caribbean, of contemporary design and
sun-faded WASP thrift, that makes Palm Beach chic.

Marrakesh by Design
The Must-Have Guide for Renters and Small-Space
Dwellers Rental Style, which doubles as a decor piece
and handy design guide, shows readers how to
decorate and organize small, rented spaces on a
budget. The book will cover all home development
stages from searching for a rental home to decorating
and organizing it. Many people are reluctant to design
their spaces due to renter restrictions, which leaves
homes bland and boring. Rental Style will erase that
unease and demonstrate how you can turn a rented
space into a home using temporary, creative tricks
that won’t drive landlords crazy. Rental Style will
demonstrate how to “renovate” a rental through
clever design and budget-friendly tips and hacks on
the following topics: Beating the stress of finding a
home Items to switch out when moving into a rental
Furniture to invest in when living in a small home
Decorating to maximize small spaces Myths many
renters believe Removable products meant for renters
Incorporating more seating into your smaller home
Combating limited storage Ways to “renovate” a
rental kitchen Hosting in a very small home And
more! The budget and time-friendly tools, tips, and
advice in this book will give readers the ability to
stand out among the rest and revamp their rental
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spaces!

Haute Bohemians
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • From the stars of the
Netflix series Get Organized with The Home Edit (with
a serious fan club that includes Reese Witherspoon,
Gwyneth Paltrow, and Mindy Kaling), here is an
accessible, room-by-room guide to establishing new
order in your home. Believe this: every single space in
your house has the potential to function efficiently
and look great. The mishmash of summer and winter
clothes in the closet? Yep. Even the dreaded junk
drawer? Consider it done. And the best news: it’s not
hard to do—in fact, it's a lot of fun. From the home
organizers who made their orderly eye candy the
method that everyone swears by comes Joanna and
Clea’s signature approach to decluttering. The Home
Edit walks you through paring down your belongings
in every room, arranging them in a stunning and easyto-find way (hello, labels!), and maintaining the
system so you don't need another do-over in six
months. When you're done, you'll not only know
exactly where to find things, but you'll also love the
way it looks. A masterclass and look book in one, The
Home Edit is filled with bright photographs and
detailed tips, from placing plastic dishware in a
drawer where little hands can reach to categorizing
pantry items by color (there's nothing like a little
ROYGBIV to soothe the soul). Above all, it's like
having your best friends at your side to help you turn
the chaos into calm. PLEASE NOTE: The paperback
includes a starter set of labels for your refrigerator;
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the ebook and audiobook include a link to download
and print the labels from a computer (you will need
8-1/2 x 11-inch clear repositionable sticker project
paper, such as Avery 4397). Featured in Glamour's 10
Books to Help You Live Your Best Life

Travel Home
From the rising-star designer and author of the hit
blog, Elements of Style, a full-color, fully illustrated
book packed with honest advice, inspiration, ideas,
and lessons learned about designing a home that
reflects your personality and style. Elements of Style
is a uniquely personal and practical decorating guide
that shows how designing a home can be an outlet of
personal expression and an exercise in self-discovery.
Drawing on her ten years of experience in the interior
design industry, Erin combines honest design advice
and gorgeous professional photographs and
illustrations with personal essays about the lessons
she has learned while designing her own home and
her own life—the first being: none of our homes or
lives is perfect. Like a funny best friend, she reveals
the disasters she confronted in her own kitchen
renovation, her struggles with anorexia, her epic fight
with her husband over a Lucite table, and her secrets
for starting a successful blog. Organized by rooms in
the house, Elements of Style invites readers into
Erin’s own home as well as homes she has designed
for clients. Fresh, modern, and colorful, it is brimming
glamour and style as well as advice on practical
matters from choosing kitchen counter materials to
dressing a bed with pillows, picking a sofa, and
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decorating a nursery without cartoon characters.
You’ll also find a charming foreword by Erin’s
husband, Andrew, and an extensive Resource and
Shopping Guide that provides an indispensable a
roadmap for anyone embarking on their first serious
home decorating adventure. With Erin’s help, you can
finally make your house your home.

Through a Designer's Eye
Renowned for its picturesque charm, Mexico has lured
design-world insiders to its retreats, as presented in
this inspirational selection of some of the latest
Mexican design trends from the Yucat�n. In recent
years leading international tastemakers have been
drawn to the vibrant culture of the Yucat�n. In
M�rida--the region's sixteenth-century capital--they
have renovated many of the romantic Spanish
colonial town houses into stylish retreats. In the
nearby towns of Valladolid and Coba, picturesque
houses surrounded by lush vegetation in sundrenched settings have also been updated while
retaining indigenous charm. Annie Kelly takes us on
an insider's tour of several stunning properties--from
brightly painted town houses and contemporary villas
to rustic bungalows--many with a distinctive
bohemian feeling. These sophisticated residences
blend artisanal craftsmanship with antiques and
contemporary furnishings. They have been designed
by such talents as architect Manolo Mestre, artist
Jorge Pardo, L.A. modernist antiques dealers Robert
Willson and David Serrano, and Nicolas Malleville of
Tulum's famed Coqui Coqui hotel, who has brought
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the fashion world to the Yucat�n due to his chic
homes and hotels there. Beautiful outdoor
entertaining, garden, and pool areas enliven all these
homes. This book is a stimulating resource for the
design aficionado.

Nora Murphy's Country House Style
From the author of French Country Hideaways comes
an enticing new insider’s entree to Paris. Eschewing
the larger hotels and chains, Casey O’Brien Blondes
has put together an impeccable list of four-star
escapes carefully selected for their interior design,
authenticity, panache, and personalized service.
Grouped by theme—including literary, historic, and
boudoir—the hotels present an enticing range of
décor, from the timeless splendor of the Raphael, with
its incomparable view of the Arch de Triomphe from
its lush rooftop garden restaurant, to the minimalist
verve of Hotel le A, off the Faubourg Saint-Honoré,
where graphic black-and-white décor harmonize with
Gallic élan. Each is unique, yet all share in common
family or manager ownership, fewer than 100 rooms,
generous room size, and very distinctive French style.
With lush color photography and in-depth descriptions
of each hotel, including a list of neighborhood
restaurants, boutiques, gourmet treats, curiosities, or
walking tours, Parisian Hideaways is a must for
anyone longing to escape to or be inspired by the City
of Lights.

The Home Edit
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A duo of high-profile tastemakers invite readers inside
fifteen homes that are infused with the blend of
vintage and contemporary style that is the essence of
Parisian chic. Style icon Ines de la Fressange and
globe-trotting artist Marin Montagut share a uniquely
Parisian sensibility for interiors that combine a variety
of design traditions into a harmonious living space.
With extensive photographs, watercolor illustrations,
mood boards, color palettes, and practical advice on
the indispensable objects that personalize each
maison, this exquisite volume is rich in inspiration for
creating Parisian chic at home. Natural
materials--wood, wicker, bamboo, cotton, and
linen--create warmth and personality. Vintage
suitcases,vegetable crates, and jewel-toned
pharmaceutical jars transform into charming storage
containers. Embroidered cushions, terrariums, and
fresh flowers enliven a room with pops of color.
Collages, original art, or humble objects displayed in a
series add a signature style to each residence. The
authors take readers inside fifteen Parisian
apartments--including their own--that demonstrate
how to imbue a home with a sense of well-being
through a mix of vintage and contemporary styles.
Each owner is passionate about home decor--whether
in a studio, loft, or duplex--and they continually
evolve their interior with new treasures uncovered in
flea markets, on their travels, at design fairs, or in
artisanal workshops.

New York Design at Home
Nora Murphy has turned her passion for country
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house style and its embodiment--her own home in
Newtown, Connecticut--into a multimedia juggernaut.
Her blog, website, e-magazine, strong presence on
social media, and increasing visibility in print media
and on TV have earned her a devoted following all
over the country. Now she has distilled the essence of
her knowledge about country house style and how to
achieve it in this irresistible volume. The first part of
the book lays out the universal elements of the style;
the second reveals how she has incorporated these
elements into her own home; and the third shows how
the elements of this comfortable, comforting, easy
aesthetic and approach to life can be applied in
different ways and in different locations to striking,
individual effect. Five homes, each of which expresses
a unique take on the style, are featured. Part primer,
part wish book, Nora Murphy's Country House Style is
all inspiration.

Axel Vervoordt
This companion to the New York Times bestselling
book The Wes Anderson Collection takes readers
behind the scenes of the Oscar®-winning film The
Grand Budapest Hotel with a series of interviews
between writer/director Wes Anderson and
movie/television critic Matt Zoller Seitz. Learn all
about the film's conception, hear personal anecdotes
from the set, and explore the wide variety of sources
that inspired the screenplay and imagery—from
author Stefan Zweig to filmmaker Ernst Lubitsch to
photochrom landscapes of turn-of-the-century Middle
Europe. Also inside are interviews with costume
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designer Milena Canonero, composer Alexandre
Desplat, lead actor Ralph Fiennes, production
designer Adam Stockhausen, and cinematographer
Robert Yeoman; essays by film critics Ali Arikan and
Steven Boone, film theorist and historian David
Bordwell, music critic Olivia Collette, and style and
costume consultant Christopher Laverty; and an
introduction by playwright Anne Washburn. Previously
unpublished production photos, artwork, and
ephemera illustrate each essay and interview. The
Wes Anderson Collection: The Grand Budapest Hotel
stays true to Seitz's previous book on Anderson's first
seven feature films,The Wes Anderson Collection, with
an artful, meticulous design and playful, original
illustrations that capture the spirit of Anderson's
inimitable aesthetic. Together, they offer a complete
overview of Anderson's filmography to date. Praise for
the film, The Grand Budapest Hotel: Four Academy
Awards®, including Costume Design, Music - Original
Score, and Production Design; Nine Academy Award
nominations, including Best Picture, Directing, and
Writing - Original Screenplay; Best Film - Musical or
Comedy, Golden Globe Awards; Best Original
Screenplay, BAFTA, WGA, NYFCC, and LAFCA Awards
Praise for the book, The Wes Anderson Collection:
“The Wes Anderson Collection comes as close as a
book can to reading like a Wes Anderson film. The
design is meticulously crafted, with gorgeous fullpage photos and touches . . .” —Eric Thurm, The A.V.
Club Also available from Matt Zoller Seitz: Mad Men
Carousel, The Oliver Stone Experience, The Wes
Anderson Collection: Bad Dads, andThe Wes Anderson
Collection.
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California Beach Houses
A sumptuous presentation of impeccably designed
classic interiors by Matthew Patrick Smyth. Matthew
Patrick Smyth is renowned for elegant, sophisticated
rooms that combine sumptuous fabrics, well-selected
antiques, and contemporary comfort. In Through a
Designer's Eye, he reveals his design process,
emphasizing his commitment to exploring the world,
through travel and in the imagination of the theater,
and to recording scenes and vignettes in
photographs. Through a Designer's Eye presents
Smyth's recent work ranging from a traditional Park
Avenue apartment and an edgy Tribeca loft in
Manhattan to waterfront houses in Florida, New
England, and Long Island that demonstrate his skills
in responding to context and eliciting preferences of
clients to create a unique environment for each.
Nowhere is this better seen than in his own house in
Salisbury, Connecticut, an unexpected 1970s
prefabricated deck house now elegantly appointed
with an eclectic mix of furniture, objects, and works of
art he and his partner have collected over many
years. Smyth's engaging, first-person narrative
references formative experiences with theater and
photography and focuses on five elements of interior
design--appreciating of artisanal and handcrafted
elements, understanding of history and context,
evaluating light and seasonal change, weaving
furnishings and art into a coherent mise-en-scene,
creating an inviting atmosphere--that contribute to
successful spaces. Illustrating the text are lush
photographs of completed rooms, interspersed with
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Smyth's own vignettes and details, which add a
unique visual layer to the presentation.

A Living Space
For those who love boldness in design, Los Angelesbased interior designer Martyn Lawrence Bullard
demonstrates his mastery of dramatic environments
for a clientele of celebrities. Drawn to glamour,
Martyn Lawrence Bullard moved from London to Los
Angeles to pursue acting but became a star decorator
instead. His designs balance the contemporary with
the traditional, the Occidental with the ethnic. His
celebrity clients’ homes are inspiring in their chic yet
sumptuous styles, including Sir Elton John’s discoluxurious apartment with a python-skin bed, green
lacquered walls, and mirrored cabinets;Grey’s
Anatomystar Ellen Pompeo’s hip Mediterranean villa
in the Hollywood Hills; Cher’s residences-a Moorish
palazzo in Malibu and a Beverly Hills Indian fantasy;
and Tamara Mellon’s New York City penthouse that
dazzles with bold artwork and striking color. With a
knack for beautiful and dramatic spaces that don’t
sacrifice comfort, Lawrence Bullard-who stars in the
upcoming Bravo television showMillion Dollar
Decorators-reveals his know-how for creating a
sensational home.

Palm Beach Chic
Kit Kemp is back with another colorful and exciting
interiors book that showcases her unique approach to
design. For over 20 years, Kit Kemp has been at the
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forefront of the international design community,
developing a signature style which mixes
contemporary works of art by both well-known artists
and unknowns -- all of whom paint with soul as much
as skill -- with Kit's own furniture designs, antiques,
and junk shop finds. All of this is set against a layered
backdrop of luxurious fabrics, bespoke wallpapers and
hand-finished detailing which creates instant impact.
In Design Thread, Kit shares the inspiration behind
her creative process: whether it's a house in the
country or a city pied-à-terre, a hotel suite or beach
bar, her unique eye for design shines through. Kit
considers every element of her interiors in detail,
each one treated as a work of art in its own right, with
an emphasis on creating personal, authentic,
handcrafted spaces which capture the imagination
and stand the test of time. Alongside the stunning
images of room sets and detailed close-ups, from her
hotels to her private residences, there will be great
insight into the inspirations behind Kit's work,
including her design collaborations.
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